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TM Sin le End Tenoner

A compact but yet extremely robust single end tenoning machine. Capable
of a.variely.olwork including straight, staþgered and mitred tenons, plus'finger
and comb joints.
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Standard 40mm Cutterblocks & Cutters included



The Multico "single Ender" has firmly established itself over the last twenty years as the most

economical, efficient machine of its kind available.

Multico traditionaltooling guarantees maximum clearance forchippings thus ensuring a far more

efficient "clog free" cut. Essential on certain timbers.

A massive 230mm length of tenon is possible. Scribing is easily performed with appropriate cuter

although third and fourth heads are available on special request.

WORK EXAMPLES

SCRIBED TENONSSTRAIGHT TENONS
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MITRED TENONS
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STAGGERED TENONS

EJMA JOINTING COMB.IOINTING

Specification
Timber capacily

Max. tenon size in one pass

Max. tenon size in two passes

Motor oulput

Spindle Speed

Top head vertical adi.

Lower head vertical adj.

Lower and top head horizontal adj.

Height of table

Overall size

Nett weight

300mm x 125mm

140 x 50 using 55mm cutters

230 x 50 using 55mm cutters

2 x 2.2kW.3Ph-1 .skw. 1 Ph

4000 rpm

95mm

43mm

32mm

875mm

850mm x 70Omm x 1280 mm high

233 kg

Special Features

. Simple to operate and set up in minutes

. Rigid steel and cast iron construction.

Finely ground spindles running in heavy
dutysealed-for-life bearings, mounted in
precision machined cast iron housings, inde-
pendently adjustable both horizontally and
vertically. Driven by easily adjustable V-Belt.

Precision ground work table mounted on sealed-
for-life bearings, running on parallel bars with
secure clamping across the whole width.

Profiled cutters enable shoulders to be cut and
scribed in one pass.

Variations in shoulder length up to 32mm
achieved by simple handwheel adjustment.

No-volt and overload protection. The starters
protect the motors against overload and
accidental starting after a power failure.
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Northern Branch: Huddersfield, Elland, West Yorkshire, HXS 9AA. Telephone: (0422) 79811


